Our difference
Our team take pride in making high quality
wooden frames your bees will love
naturally, giving them the best chance
of producing high quality honey.

Bee frames. Built well.

► Our bee frames are sourced and made from
pine grown in Australian Certified Forests.
They are light and strong, providing you with
a more durable, longer lasting product.
► We have a range of standard sizes that can
be supplied quickly. We can also work with
you to make frames to suit your individual
speci ications.
► No order too large or too small. We offer
bulk order discounts and have the capacity
to deliver large quantities across Australia
without compromising on quality.
► When you buy our bee frames you are also
supporting the wellbeing of people with
disability.

THE WHOLE
EXPERIENCE IS
GREAT. A PROACTIVE
APPROACH OFFERING
FULL SERVICE, DELIVERY
AND PACKAGING.
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At Wellbees, we specialise in providing quality
Australian-made bee frames for beehobbyists
and commercial beekeepers who want to
produce the best honey possible.
Unlike a lot of options on the market, our bee
frames are made from locally sourced quality hoop
pine and are tailored to the individual requirements
of our customers. No order is too small or too
large. We supply everyone from the backyard bee
hobbyists to large commercial beekeepers.

When you order from Wellbees, you’re also
making a difference.
As an Australian Disability Enterprise (ADE)
we provide meaningful employment to people
with disability.

Our products
We produce quality hoop pine bee
frames, it’s all we do, so we do it well.
Our products cover wax or plastic foundation
and include:
►	
Assembled bee frames;
► Unassembled bee frames; and
► Custom sized bee frames.
We offer Australia wide delivery or pick up
from our Coffs Harbour factory.

Why wooden frames?
Keeping your bees well and happy is key
to producing quality honey. Bees naturally
create their hives in the hollows of trees so
it makes sense to provide them with natural
wooden boxes and frames, just as Mother
Nature intended.

Our people
Our employees at Wellbees are well trained and
committed to delivering high quality results for our
customers. We have a very enthusiastic workforce
who love turning up for work each day. They enjoy
having a purpose and structure to their day and being
part of a busy team.
Our aim is to continue growing our business so
we can offer more people with various disabilities
meaningful employment. We currently support
almost 40 employees, and our vision is to increase
that to 150 over the next five years.

